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METHOD OF SENDING MESSAGES TO 
ELECTRONIC PRICE LABELS PRIOR TO 
THEIR IDENTIFICATION WITH PRICE 

LOOK-UP ITEMS 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

The present invention relates to electronic price label 
(EPL) systems, and more speci?cally to a method of sending 
messages to EPLs prior to their identi?cation With price 
look-up (PLU) items. 
EPL systems typically include a plurality of EPLs for each 

merchandise item in a store. EPLs typically display the price 
of corresponding merchandise items on store shelves and are 
typically attached to a rail along the leading edge of the 
shelves. A store may contain thousands of EPLs to display 
the prices of the merchandise items. The EPLs are coupled 
to a central server from Where information about the EPLs 
is typically maintained in an EPL data ?le. Price information 
displayed by the EPLs is obtained from the PLU ?le. 

In EPL systems, it is typical to block any messages to an 
EPL prior to its assignment to a speci?c PLU item so that it 
does not display any messages. This is done for ease of 
coding and to keep the EPL from ‘accidentally’ displaying 
something that looks like a price. The EPL is placed into a 
mode to only look for the assignment command. It ignores 
other types of messages—even though it really hears the 
message. HoWever, this prevents the EPL from receiving 
important broadcast messages, such as diagnostic messages. 

Therefore, it Would be desirable to provide a method of 
sending messages to EPLs prior to their identi?cation With 
price look-up (PLU) items to alloW the non-assigned EPLs 
to receive predetermined messages, therefore keeping the 
display of the non-assigned EPL from displaying informa 
tion that Would look like a price. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

In accordance With the teachings of the present invention, 
a method of sending messages to EPLs prior to their 
identi?cation With price look-up (PLU) items is provided. 

In a ?rst embodiment, non-assigned EPLs are provided 
With a common reserved EPL identi?cation number. A 
broadcast message addressed to the reserved EPL identi? 
cation number of the non-assigned EPLs and containing a 
command is transmitted as a broadcast message. Non 
assigned EPLs accept the message and execute the com 
mand. 

The broadcast message is used for causing a plurality of 
non-assigned EPLs to execute the same command, such as 
a diagnostic command. 

In a second embodiment, non-assigned EPLs are provided 
With their oWn unique EPL identi?cation numbers. A mes 
sage addressed to the unique EPL identi?cation number of 
the non-assigned EPL and containing a command is trans 
mitted. Only the non-assigned EPL accepts the message and 
executes the command. 

The individually addressed message is used for causing a 
single non-assigned EPL to execute a command, such as a 
“change EPL identi?cation number” command. 

It is accordingly an object of the present invention to 
provide a method of sending messages to EPLs prior to their 
identi?cation With price look-up (PLU) items. 

It is another object of the present invention to provide a 
method of sending broadcast messages to EPLs prior to their 
identi?cation With price look-up (PLU) items to alloW the 
non-assigned EPLs to receive predetermined messages, 
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2 
therefore keeping the display of the non-assigned EPL from 
displaying information that Would look like a price. 

It is another object of the present invention to provide a 
method of sending diagnostic messages to EPLs prior to 
their identi?cation With price look-up (PLU) items. 

It is another object of the present invention to provide a 
method of sending diagnostic messages to EPLs after their 
identi?cation With price look-up (PLU) items has been sent, 
for diagnostics. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

Additional bene?ts and advantages of the present inven 
tion Will become apparent to those skilled in the art to Which 
this invention relates from the subsequent description of the 
preferred embodiments and the appended claims, taken in 
conjunction With the accompanying draWings, in Which: 

FIG. 1 is a block diagram of an EPL system; 

FIG. 2 is a block diagram of an EPL; 
FIG. 3 is a How diagram illustrating a ?rst method of 

sending messages to EPLs prior to their identi?cation With 
price look-up (PLU) items; and 

FIG. 4 is a How diagram illustrating a second method of 
sending messages to EPLs prior to their identi?cation With 
price look-up (PLU) items. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE 
PREFERRED EMBODIMENT 

Referring noW to FIG. 1, EPL system 10 includes com 
puter 12, storage medium 14, communication base stations 
(CBSs) 15a—a', electronic price labels (EPLS) 18a—d, display 
22, and printer 23. 

Computer 12 executes EPL control software 20. EPL 
control softWare 20 records, schedules, and transmits mes 
sages to EPLs 18a—d through CBSs 15a—d, and receives and 
analyZes status messages from EPLs 18a—d through CBSs 
15a—a'. Messages transmitted to EPLs 18a—d from CBS 
15a—d include broadcast messages, individually addressed 
messages, and change identi?cation number messages. 
EPLs 18a—d include assigned and non-assigned EPLs. 

Assigned EPLs have unique EPL identi?cation numbers 
Which assigns them to PLU items. Non-assigned EPLs are 
preferably given an arbitrary reserved EPL identi?cation 
number by the manufacturer (e.g., FFFF) and are not yet 
assigned to PLU items. This reserved EPL identi?cation 
number tells the non-assigned EPLs to ignore messages. All 
EPLs from the manufacturer preferably have this same EPL 
identi?cation number. 

Both assigned and non-assigned EPLs contain a unique 
serial number that identi?es them individually. 

Broadcast and individually addressed messages contain 
information identifying one or more EPLs as an addressee of 

a message. Broadcast messages preferably employ a mes 
sage identi?cation number (e.g., 0000) telling all EPLs that 
a message is a broadcast message. The broadcast message 
identi?cation number overrides the reserved EPL identi? 
cation number so that non-assigned EPLs Will listen to 
broadcast messages. 

Individually addressed messages are addressed to EPL 
identi?cation numbers, and therefore, may only be trans 
mitted to assigned EPLs. A broadcast message is used to 
address a non-assigned EPL, since by de?nition, a non 
assigned EPL is one that does not have its oWn EPL 
identi?cation number. 
A “change identi?cation number” message provides a 

Way around this limitation. A “change identi?cation num 
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ber” message is a message that is addressed to a non 
assigned EPL by addressing the message to the non-assigned 
EPL’s unique serial number. A “change identi?cation num 
ber” message may also be sent to an EPL Which is to be 
re-assigned to a different PLU item. 

Messages include a command identi?cation number 
Which tells the addressees What to do. A diagnostic com 
mand may tell an EPL to display all segments and run 
internal diagnostics. An assignment command tells the EPL 
to change its EPL identi?cation number from the 
manufacture-given number to a unique number. Commands 
are included as sub-messages. Assigned EPLs display infor 
mation as instructed by the command Within the broadcast 
message and return to displaying price information after a 
certain amount of time has elapsed. Non-assigned EPLs 
display information as instructed by the command Within the 
broadcast message until another command is sent to reset the 
display. 

The “change identi?cation number” message contains an 
assignment command. Also contained in this message is a 
data ?eld that contains a neW EPL identi?cation number. 

EPL control softWare 20 also maintains and uses EPL data 
?le 28, Which contains item information, identi?cation infor 
mation used for addressing individual messages to EPLs, 
item price veri?er information, and status information for 
each of EPLs 18a—a'. 
EPL control softWare 20 primarily includes data scheduler 

34 and CBS manager 36. Data scheduler 34 schedules EPL 
messages to be sent to EPLs 18a—d through CBSs 15a—a'. 

Storage medium 14 is preferably a ?Xed disk drive. 
Storage medium 14 stores EPL data ?le 28. 
CBSs 15a—d are connected together in series. Here, only 

four CBSs are shoWn. CBSs 15a—d each include one trans 
mit antenna 37 and up to four receive antennas 38 for 
transmitting and receiving messages betWeen CBSs 15a—d 
and EPLs 18a—d. CBSs 15a—d each include CBS circuitry 39 
Which controls operation of each CBS. 
CBS manager 36 schedules the actual transmission of all 

messages to EPLs 18a—d and the reception of status mes 
sages from EPLs 18a—a'. 

Turning noW to FIG. 2, EPLs 18a—d each include battery 
40, transmit and receive antenna 42, display 46, memory 47, 
and EPL circuitry 48. 

Battery 40 provides poWer to EPLs 18a—a'. 
Transmit and receive antenna 42 receives messages from 

CBS 15a—a'. 
Transmit and receive antenna 42 transmits responses to 

price change and status messages to CBS 15a—a'. 
Display 46 displays price and possibly additional 

information, such as diagnostic information in response to 
an individual or broadcast diagnostic message from CBSs 
15a—d. Display 46 is preferably a liquid crystal display and 
includes glass 49. 
Memory 47 stores identi?cation information. 
EPL circuitry 48 controls the internal operation of EPL 

18a—d and includes a transceiver. 

Turning noW to FIG. 3, the method of sending messages 
to non-assigned EPLs prior to their identi?cation With price 
look-up (PLU) items is illustrated in more detail, beginning 
With START 60. This method involves a broadcast message. 

In step 62, neW and non-assigned EPLs are provided With 
a reserved EPL identi?cation number prior to installation. 
The preferred reserved identi?cation number is “FFFF”. 

In step 64, the non-assigned EPLs having the reserved 
identi?cation number are activated. 
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4 
In step 65, the non-assigned EPLs synchroniZe them 

selves With CBSs 15a—a'. When synchroniZed, the EPLs are 
ready to receive a message. SynchroniZation involves 
adjusting EPL circuitry 48 (i.e., a receiver portion) to receive 
transmissions from CBSs 15a—d. In other Words, CBSs 
15a—d transmit many messages and an EPL must train itself 
to begin listening and decoding the message at the proper 
time. 

In step 66, CBSs 15a—d transmit a broadcast message 
containing a command, such as a diagnostic command. The 
broadcast message contains the broadcast message identi? 
cation number, “0000”, and may be addressed to assigned 
EPLS, non-assigned EPLs (“FFFF”), or both assigned and 
non-assigned EPLs. In the latter case, individual EPL iden 
ti?cation numbers for the assigned EPLs are included With 
the address for the non-assigned EPLs. 

In step 68, all EPLs receive the message and determine 
Whether the received message is one they Will accept or 
reject. The non-assigned EPLs accept the message, since the 
message is addressed to their reserved EPL identi?cation 
number (“FFFF”). 
The EPLs implement the commands Within the accepted 

message in step 70. The commands may include a diagnostic 
command, in response to Which store personnel can visually 
check for proper operation of displays 46. 

In step 72, the method ends. 
If the message Were not addressed to the non-assigned 

EPLs, the non-assigned EPLs Would reject the message, and 
the method Would proceed directly to END, in step 72. 

Turning noW to FIG. 4, a second embodiment of the 
method of the present invention begins With START 80. The 
second embodiment relates to a method of communicating 
an assignment command to non-assigned EPLs for the 
purpose of assigning identi?cation numbers to them. 

In step 82, neW EPLs are provided With a unique serial 
number prior to installation. The preferred unique serial 
numbers are Within the repeating sequence “0” to 
“FFFFFFFF”. 

The unique serial number is used to signal a non-assigned 
EPL to change its identi?cation number to the identi?cation 
number contained in the data portion of the message. 

In step 84, non-assigned EPLs are activated. 
In step 85, the non-assigned EPLs synchroniZe them 

selves With CBSs 15a—a'. 
In step 86, CBSs 15a—d transmit a “change identi?cation 

number” message containing a “change identi?cation num 
ber” command to one of the non-assigned EPLs having a 
unique serial number. 

In step 88, the non-assigned EPLs receive the message 
and determine Whether the received message is one they Will 
accept or reject. One of the non-assigned EPLs may accept 
the message if the message is addressed to its unique serial 
number. 
The non-assigned EPLs to Which the message is not 

addressed reject the message and the method ends in step 92. 
The non-assigned EPL to Which the message is addressed 

accepts the message and that non-assigned EPL implements 
the “change identi?cation number” command Within the 
accepted message in step 90. 

In step 92, the method ends. 
Although the present invention has been described With 

particular reference to certain preferred embodiments 
thereof, variations and modi?cations of the present inven 
tion can be effected Within the spirit and scope of the 
folloWing claims. 
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What is claimed is: 
1. A method of sending a command to electronic price 

labels (EPLs) prior to their assignment to price look-up 
(PLU) items comprising the steps of: 

providing the EPLs With a single unique reserved tem 
porary EPL identi?cation number prior to their instal 
lation in a transaction establishment; 

transmitting a broadcast message addressed to the single 
reserved temporary EPL identi?cation number of the 
EPLs after their installation in the transaction 
establishment, Wherein the broadcast message contains 
the command; and 

accepting the message by the EPLs. 
2. The method as recited in claim 1, Wherein the command 

comprises a diagnostic command. 
3. A method of sending a command to an EPL prior to its 

assignment to a price look-up (PLU) item comprising the 
steps of: 

providing the EPL With a unique temporary EPL identi 
?cation number prior to its installation in a transaction 
establishment; 

transmitting a message addressed to the unique temporary 
EPL identi?cation number of the EPL after its instal 
lation in the transaction establishment, Wherein the 
message contains the command; and 

accepting the message by only the EPL. 
4. The method as recited in claim 3, Wherein the command 

comprises a change EPL identi?cation number message. 
5. A method of installing an electronic price label (EPL) 

in a transaction establishment comprising the steps of: 

assigning a single unique temporary EPL identi?cation 
number to the EPL prior to its mounting in the trans 
action establishment; 
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preventing the EPL from responding to broadcast mes 

sages While it is assigned the single unique temporary 
EPL identi?cation number; 

transmitting a message addressed to the unique temporary 
EPL identi?cation number of the EPL after its place 
ment in the transaction establishment and its assign 
ment to a price look-up (PLU) ?le item, Wherein the 
message contains a change address command and a 

neW EPL identi?cation number; 

accepting the message by only the EPL; and 
executing the change address command to replace the 

single unique temporary EPL identi?cation number 
With the neW EPL identi?cation number. 

6. A method of determining the operability of electronic 
price labels (EPLs) prior to their assignment to price look-up 
(PLU) items comprising the steps of: 

providing the EPLs With a single unique reserved tem 
porary EPL identi?cation number prior to their instal 
lation in a transaction establishment; 

transmitting a broadcast message addressed to the single 
reserved temporary EPL identi?cation number of the 
EPLs after their installation in the transaction 
establishment, Wherein the broadcast message contains 
the single unique reserved temporary EPL identi?ca 
tion number and a diagnostic command; 

accepting the message by a number of the EPLs Which are 
operating; and 

executing the diagnostic command by the operating EPLs. 


